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We further have Eo= t IF (0) I 1 = t I Zal 2 

(Eo 
a-1 

here and Eh above as well as all the other symbols 
not defined in this letter have the same significance 
as in Y.L.). Now let us combine Y.L. equation (2) 
and equation (4) and substitute the of Ek 
and Eo given above in the resultant equatiOn; we 
then obtain 

E(q) = t Za COS 2rtqup + 
N /2 "' Kh 
:l:: :l:: aph c cos 2rrqup, 

h=l 

where Up = 1· If in the equation we replace q by 

Kk 
an integer k and substitute E(k) by 2c• we have, 

after a transformation of terms, that. 
N/2 oo 

Kk - 2 :l:: :l:: cos 2 rrkup 

c = - I s 12 N/2 
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When k = 0, we have, 
N /2 oo 

2 :l:: :l:: a 11hKh 

c = I 8 i 2 N /2 . 

J a:1 Za I {1 -,:o a,,} 
Since all the quantities on the right-hantl side of 

the last two equations are known, c can be calculated 
by either of the equations. Consequently the absolute 
values of E(h) and so of I F(h) I" are determined. 
The method might be an approximate one in general 
due to the approximation involved in Y.L. equation 
(5). Accordingly, if the. of I F(h) I" 
are determined by the extstmg experimental methods, 
the present method wo.uld provide ?' test of the 
approximation involved m Y.L. equatton (5) for the 
crystal in question. s. H. Yu. 

Metals Research Institute, 
National Tsing-Hua University, 
Kunming, Yunnan. Aprill4. 
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Yu's letterl on the determination of absolute from 

relative X-ray intensities suggests several interesting 
possibilities. equations mi.ght be to 
one working with his synthesis 2, but It 1s possible 
to devise a method not depending on the quantities 
OCph, which are not yet available. The ideal intensity 
of the hkl reflexion is given by 

ihkl = :l:::l::fafpexp{2ni[h(xa -xp) + k(ya- yp) + 
a P l(za - zp)]} 

= :l::fa 2 + .:E .:Efafp exp{21ti[h(Xa-Xp) + 
a a""P 

k(ya-yp) + l(z0 -zp)]},• (I) 
where the j's are the structure factors and the x,y,z's 
the parameters of the atoms. Suppose that lhkz is 
averaged for all refiexions in a given range of sin 2 6. 
If i./sine is small compared with the interatomic 
distances, the exponential terms in equation (I) will 
take on both positive and negative values, and their 
average over h,k,l will be practically zero. Then to 
a close approximation 

lhkl = :l::ja•, (2) 
a 

where the fs are the atomic structure factors for the 
centre of the range of sin 26/i. 2 • 

The experimental value of the intensity of the 
hkl refiexion, l'hkz, will differ from lhkl by two factors: 
a scale factor independent of 6, and the tempera-

ture factor. The ratio l'hkz/]hkl for the group of re
fiexions will be the product of these. By dividing the 
reflexions into groups covering suitable ranges of 

sin 26/A 2 and forming the ratio :l::]2 /l'hkl for each woup, 
the factor I/c required to convert l'hkl to lhkl will be 
found as a fmiCtion of sin 6/"A. If the usual form of the 
temperature factor (exp{- Bsin 26/i. 2})_is th
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logarithm of Ijc should be a linear functiOn of sm 6/A . 
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In normal Fourier and Patterson syntheses it is 
usual to work only with a zone of intensities, say, 
the hkO's. If two atoms are close together in the pro
jection, they ought to be counted as a single .atom 
with atomic factor equal to the sum of thetr. 
spective atomic factors. Since in general such comct
dences cannot be predicted, there will be an err_or 
tending to make the value of I/c too small. In 
cases (for example, alum3, in which the 
and aluminium atoms coincide in the hkO proJectiOn) 
certain coincidences can be predicted from the space 
group only, and allowed for. . 

To test the feasibility of the procedure, It has been 
applied to the hkO refiexions of alum3 and copper 
sulphate•. The ranges of sin 2 6 used were 0--:0·2, 
0·2-0·4, ... 0·8-I (copper radiation), but httle 
reliance can be put on the average for the 0-0·2 group. 
The values off were taken from the 
Tabellen 5• The logarithm of I /c is plotted agamst sm 6 
in the graph above. The points scatter somewhat, but 
lie fairly well on straight lines. Since the ID:easure
mentsa,• are 'absolute', the values of 1/c for sm•6=0 
.should be l. Actually they are about 0 ·8 and 1 ·5 
respectively. Without further im;estigation it 
HOt be claimed that the method IS capable of htgh 
accuracy, but even that indicated should be useful 
in much structure work. A. J. C. WILSON. 

Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge. June 18. 
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